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Walther West German Bundeswehr
\\\'BW\\\' Military / Police Marked
Walther P1 (P38) 9mm None Semi Auto

£ 595
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·
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·

Semi Auto

·

Walther

·

None

Cold War 1985 Dated West German Bundeswehr 'BW' Military / Police Marked Walther P1 (P38) 9mm
Parabellum Calibre, Semi Automatic Pistol. Sn 17699:10 - 17699:10
**This Firearm is deactivated to one of the pre- 2nd May 2017, UK specifications. As such it can only
be sold and exported in its present state to customers in NON- EU countries including the Isle of
Man and Channel Islands. Customers based in the UK & other EU countries can purchase on our layaway scheme. The weapon will then be brought up to the EU specification and the relevant
certificate obtained prior to the transfer of ownership and delivery** In late 1963, during the cold
war era, the Walther model P1 semi auto pistol, a refined version of the WW2 P38, was adopted for
use by the West German Bundeswehr (Germany Military & Police). This is an excellent original
Walther P1 Pistol. Its metal work has its original finish. Its wrap around grips have no damage. The
left side of its slide is crisply stamped 'P1' and with Walther banner together with calibre detail &
6/85 (June 1985) date. On the left side above the trigger guard it is stamped ‘BW’ (illustrated)
indicating issue to the Cold War West German Bundeswehr. The pistol is serial number 201943. The
pistol has an original P.38 Walther banner magazine with factory numbers & 7/60(July 1960) date.
Deactivated UK specification in 2014 the pistol cocks and dry fires in both single and double action.
The price includes deactivation certificate and UK delivery. Sn 17699:10
£495.00
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